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I had the great fortune to do my first scuba dive in the tropical underwater wonderland
that lays off the eastern coast of Grand Turk island in the British Protectorate, The Turks
and Caicos islands. I dove with my Bosses wife and my daughter doing a scuba discovery
course with See-Eye Diving’s Instructor, Algrove (Smitty) Smith.

See-Eye Diving’s Lead Instructor, Smitty
After that first scuba dive into the clear, 100 foot plus visibility water I was hooked. I
immediately put in for a PADI Open Water diver certification class as soon as I returned
to Alpharetta, Georgia. Of course qualifying in the cold, murky waters of Lake Lanier,
Georgia only whetted my appetite for more tropical locales. Luckily my job provided
several occasions to return to the Turks and Caicos over the next two years.
All of the dive sites at Grand Turk are located on the west coast of the island due to the
heavy current, surge and, according to the locals, sharks on the east coast. The island
itself, while being the seat of the Turks and Caicos government, is actually one of the
smaller islands in the group being only a mile wide and a little over six miles long.
However, what the island lacks in size it makes up for in hospitality and great diving.

Cockburn Town, Grand Turk
The residents of Grand Turk like to keep their island colorful and fairly clean, they
decorate their homes in festive colors and try to stick to their heritage, both Caribbean
and English.

A brightly painted door in Cockburn Town

Grand Turk also benefits from being very close to the Grand Turk Passage, with the drop
off being only about 200-330 yards off shore. The profile for the entire east coast of the
island runs a gradual slope down to 20 to 60 feet and then the drop off to over 7000 feet
in some places, providing great shallow-water reef dives and snorkeling along with
stupendous wall dives. Having long been an avid amateur photographer on land as soon
as I was able to I purchased underwater photography equipment so I could also pursue
this avocation under water as well. All the shots in this article (with the exception of the
Flamingo Tongue which was taken by one of my dive partners) where taken by me at
Grand Turk and its environs.

Shot of a Hawksbill Sea Turtle “Over the Wall”, Alien Nation Dive Site
Rarely do you do a dive in Grand Turk where you don’t see hawksbill turtles, sharks, rays
or other large sea life as well as a plethora of smaller life including Blue Tangs, parrot
fish of all colors, grunts, goats, trigger, trunk, file and virtually every Caribbean fish on
the fish charts, as well as a few that aren’t shown such as stone fish.
At virtually every site there are resident moray eels (green and spotted), grouper or other
aquatic life to delight both the beginning and advanced divers.

Green moray eel surrounded by a coral hatch at Finbars Dive Site
Even those that like the small aquatic life will have plenty to look at as the reefs provide
plenty of small life to please even the most avid-macro photographer.

A Flamingo Tongue dining on a sea fan
My favorite dive site is called The Amphitheater. The Amphitheater is a huge sand chute
that takes the diver from around 60 feet down to an opening in the wall at 90 feet where
you sail out over a 3000 foot drop into the abyss, rather like flying out of window of the
Empire State building. Carpeting the floor of the Amphitheater are thousands of garden
eels that slither rapidly backwards into their holes when you approach.

Garden Eels at Amphitheater Dive Site
There are three dive operators on Grand Turk, Oasis, the largest, caters to the cruise ships
which have started visiting the port on the southern tip of the island (which hosts the
largest Margaritaville in the world to date), Blue Water Divers, owned by Mitch Rolling,
an Iowa boy who has moved to Grand Turk permanently and also has the best (and only)
band on the island, and last but not least, Sea-Eye Diving (owned by Cecil Ingram, get
it?).

One of Oasis Divers new dive boats

Mitch Rolling of Blue Water, Mike Ault and one of Blue Waters DMs
Grand Turk has accommodations ranging from semi-resort at the Bohio (which also has a
nice restaurant, dive shop and dive boat) on the North end of the islands, to more homey
and down to earth at The Salt Raker, The Osprey and The Manta House. I personally
have stayed at The Salt Raker and The Osprey and enjoyed both. There are other hotels
on Grand Turk as well and a quick visit to the official island web page at
http://www.turksandcaicos.tc/grandturk/index.htm will acquaint you with them.
Of course no dive trip to Grand Turk would be complete with out visiting Alexander, the
resident greeter-grouper for the island of Grand Turk. Alexander is about a 40 pound
grouper that lives at the Coral Gardens dive site. He likes to have his chin scratched and
then his belly rubbed.

Alexander positioned for a belly rub

Another great site is McDonalds, named for its coral arch. The arch is wide enough for
two divers to swim through if they desire.

Swimming through the arch at McDonalds
I guess one of the best things about Grand Turk (at least this was so before the cruise
ships) was that it was basically unspoiled and non-commercial. I hear the cruise folks
stay mostly at the south end except for the divers who visit just a couple of dive sites that
have been set aside for them, so the damage they might do is being restricted. Grand Turk
has some of the best reefs and abundant sea life of anywhere I have seen I the Caribbean
to date, no admittedly I haven’t seen all the dive sites the Caribbean has to offer, but I
have seen ones damaged by storms and by storms of divers, luckily Grand Turk’s doesn’t
fall into these categories…yet.

The reefs are vibrant with color and life
Most Grand Turk dive shops also offer day trips to Gibb’s or Cotton Keys. At Gibb’s key
you can climb to the top of the ridge for a stunning view of the surrounding islands or
stay at surf level and play with sting rays in the shallows. Several Ospreys also make
their home on the bluff at Gibbs key.

The Sting Rays at Gibbs Key
Of course if you visit the Caribbean you almost have to eat Conch, a relative of the snail
that lives in those beautiful pink shells everyone likes to make lamps out of. Of course
many don’t realize that the harvesting of wild conch is restricted to free-divers, that is,
divers who go down to depths of 20-30 feet with no scuba gear (only mask, snorkel and
fins) to fetch these creatures from their watery home.

The Author with a fresh fetched conch
Conch salad, similar to cerviche in that the conch is pickled in lime or lemon juice and
herbs rather than cooked, made from fresh harvested conch (when you have done the
harvesting!) is a rare and delicious treat.

Conch shells sans their conchs

One of the resident Osprey at Gibbs Key
And of course, the Grand Turk island is an excellent spot to launch whale watching
expeditions during the January through March timeframe. I have not had the honor of
being on a whale expedition to see these magnificent animals although I have seen them
from a distance while on shore at the Manta House Sand Bar.
Dolphins also make frequent visits and may stop to have a look at you while you are
diving. While diving with Smitty of Sea Eye diving, we saw a pod of dolphins and one
came back to take a real close look when Smitty banged a couple of rocks together to get
their attention. Another popular creature with divers are sharks and I have seen them both
during dives and while snorkeling at Grand Turk.

A resting Nurse Shark from Grand Turk’s Jarvis Reef site
The Turks and Caicos are an easy flight from Charlotte, North Carolina or from Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida. Usually you will fly into Provodenciales (Provo to the residents) and
jump on an island hopper like Sky King for the short ride to Grand Turk. The round trip
between Provo and Grand Turk costs about $140 USD.
All-in-all, if you ever get a chance, I highly recommend diving at Grand Turk, you won’t
regret it.

